Introduction
Many types of cheeses and fermented dairy products are produced throughout the world. They contain various types of bacteria and fungi. In many cases, their exact microbiological composition is not well known because the deliberately added microorganisms are only part of the final microbiota. These microorganisms contribute to the manufacturing of the product (aroma compound production, acidification, impact on texture, colour etc.). Occasionally, dairy products may also be contaminated by spoilage microorganisms and pathogens. PCR-based methods have many interesting applications for dairy products. They can be used to detect, identify and quantify either unwanted or beneficial microorganisms. They can also provide culture-independent microbial fingerprints. Another application is the detection or the quantification of specific genes or groups of genes, such as those involved in the generation of the functional properties. In addition, the abundance of specific mRNA transcripts can be quantified by reverse transcription real-time PCR, which is very useful for a better understanding of the physiology and activity of the microorganisms present in dairy products.
Probiotics have been defined as ''live microorganisms that, when administered in adequate amounts, confer a health benefit on the host'' (FAO/WHO, 2002) . The deficiencies of the quality of probiotic products in terms of too-low numbers or the absence of labelled species are commonly observed. The facts that probiotic functionality is a strain specific trait and that several probiotic strains have very similar phenotypic properties dictate the need for more powerful and rapid methods than conventional cultivation-based methods which have several disadvantages and very limited selectivity. The use of PCR based methods especially has greatly expanded during recent years.
Conventional PCR, combined with gel electrophoresis, has been successfully used for the genus-, species-or strain-specific determination of the presence of probiotic organisms in the products or in the biological samples (faeces). An important feature of probiotics, however, is the viability which is a prerequisite for the probiotic functionality. In this regard, a common DNA-based quantification by real-time PCR is not very useful for quantification purposes since the DNA released from dead or damaged cells also www.intechopen.com contributes to the results of analysis. One of the alternative approaches for selective detection of viable bacteria is the treatment of the samples with DNA-intercalating dyes such as ethidium monoazide (EMA) or propidium monoazide (PMA) that they can penetrate only into membrane-compromised bacterial cells or dead cells where they are by photo-activation covalently linked to DNA and prevent it from PCR amplification.
Application of PCR-based methods to dairy products
2.1 Nucleic acid extraction from dairy products
DNA extraction
Most of the DNA present in cheeses and other fermented dairy products is from the microorganisms that are present. This DNA has to be purified before performing PCR analyses. Dairy products are compositionally complex and there are several reports of dairy matrix-associated PCR inhibition (Niederhauser et al., 1992; Rossen et al., 1992; Herman and Deridder, 1993) . One can distinguish two types of DNA extraction methods from dairy products: either direct extractions, or extractions after prior separation of the cells from the food matrix. In all cases, the DNA extraction protocols have to be adapted to the cheese under investigation.
Most methods described in the literature involve prior separation of the cells (Allmann et al., 1995; Herman et al., 1997; Serpe et al., 1999; Torriani et al., 1999; McKillip et al., 2000; Coppola et al., 2001; Ogier et al., 2002; Randazzo et al., 2002; Ercolini et al., 2003; Furet et al., 2004; Ogier et al., 2004; Baruzzi et al., 2005; Rudi et al., 2005; Rademaker et al., 2006; ElBaradei et al., 2007; Lopez-Enriquez et al., 2007; Parayre et al., 2007; Rossmanith et al., 2007; Trmcic et al., 2008; Van Hoorde et al., 2008; Alegría et al., 2009; Dolci et al., 2009; Zago et al., 2009; Le Dréan et al., 2010; Mounier et al., 2010) . The recovery of cells from milks or fermented milks is easier to perform than from cheeses. In most cases, homogenisation of the samples and casein solubilisation is done in a sodium citrate solution, using a mechanical blender or glass beads, and the cells are recovered subsequently by centrifugation. Part of the fat is eliminated at this step because it forms a layer at the surface after centrifugation. Serpe et al. (1999) homogenised cheese samples in a Tris-HCl buffer containing the non-anionic detergent Tween 20 to emulsify the fat fraction of the sample. Depending on the type of cheese and the ripening stage, the cell pellet obtained after centrifugation may contain a large amount of caseins. These may be removed by washing the cell pellet with a buffer once or several times, and compounds such as Triton X-100 may be added for a better removal (Baruzzi et al., 2005) . Caseins may also be eliminated by pronase digestion before recovery of the cells by centrifugation (Allmann et al., 1995; Furet et al., 2004; Ogier et al., 2004; Flórez and Mayo, 2006) . It has been reported that the recovery of the bacterial cells may be improved by addition of polyethylene glycol during the homogenisation step (Stevens and Jaykus, 2004) . A matrix lysis buffer containing urea and SDS combined with an homogenisation in a Stomacher laboratory blender has been used by Rossmanith et al. (2007) to recover Gram-positive cells from various food samples, including cheeses. In the procedure described by Herman et al. (1997) and Bonetta et al. (2008) , bacterial cells are recovered from homogenised cheese by centrifugation after chemical extraction of fat and proteins. At the surface of some cheeses, for example smear-ripened cheeses, there is a high microbial density, and therefore, a simple surface scraping is sometimes sufficient to recover the microbial cells without need to eliminate the components from the cheese matrix (Rademaker et al., 2005) . After their recovery, the cells are disrupted and DNA is purified from the lysed cells. Cell disruption may involve beadbeating, addition of lytic enzymes such as lysozyme, lyticase, mutanolysin or lysostaphine, addition chemical compounds, or a combination of these treatments. After cell lysis, purification of DNA may be performed by classical phenol/chloroform extraction. Phenol is a strong denaturant of proteins that leads to the partition of the proteins into the organic phase and at the interface of the organic and aqueous phases. Procedures avoiding the use of phenol, which is a toxic chemical, have been described. For example, Coppola et al. (2001) , Rademaker et al. (2006) , and Moschetti et al. (2001) used a commercial kit containing a synthetic resin which removes the cell lysis products that interfere with the PCR amplification. Baruzzi et al. (2005) , Trmcic et al. (2008) , and Furet et al. (2004) used a commercial kit in which proteins are eliminated by the use of a protein precipitation solution. Column-based or DNA-binding matrix purification methods have also been used (Rudi et al., 2005; Parayre et al., 2007; Zago et al., 2009; Le Dréan et al., 2010) , sometimes as a final purification step after phenol/chloroform extraction (Stevens and Jaykus, 2004; LopezEnriquez et al., 2007) . Separation of cells from the food matrix simplifies the subsequent steps of DNA extraction because most undesirable compounds such as matrix-associated reaction inhibitors are eliminated at the first step of extraction. In addition, large amounts of cheeses (for example more than 10 grams) can be processed in each extraction, which yields a large final amount of DNA. This is important in dairy products containing a low concentration of cells, for example at the initial steps of cheese-manufacturing, where direct DNA extraction is in most cases not possible. Furthermore, the separation of cells from the dairy food matrix eliminates in some cases the need for cultural enrichment prior to detection of pathogens. In contrast to RNA, it is unlikely that there is a large quantitative or qualitative change of the DNA present inside of the cells during the separation of the cells from the dairy food matrix. One of the drawbacks of the DNA extraction methods based on cell separation is that some DNA may be lost during the separation, due to cell lysis, especially for yeasts and Gram-negative strains.
In direct DNA extraction procedures (McKillip et al., 2000; Duthoit et al., 2003; Feurer et al., 2004a; Feurer et al., 2004b; Callon et al., 2006; Monnet et al., 2006; Delbes et al., 2007; Masoud et al., 2011) , the cheese samples are first homogenised in a liquid solution by a method involving bead-beating, a mortar and pestle or other mechanical treatments. Efficient treatments of casein degradation and cell lysis, followed by phenol/chloroform extractions, are then needed to remove most contaminating compounds. Contaminating RNA can be removed by a treatment with RNase. Subsequent alcohol precipitation or column-based purification is then used to further purify and/to concentrate the DNA. Carraro et al. (2011) used a column-based purification method for direct extraction of DNA from cheese samples.
RNA extraction
Reverse transcription PCR analyses of RNA may be used in microbial diversity evaluation or for the detection or quantification of mRNA transcripts. Like for DNA, there are two types of extraction methods for RNA from dairy products, either direct extractions, or extractions after prior separation of the cells from the food matrix. The amount of RNA that can be recovered from dairy products is in general higher than for DNA. Indeed, the RNA content of microbial cells is higher than DNA. For example, in Escherichia (E.) coli, Bremer and Dennis (1996) reported a concentration varying from 7.6 to 18.3 µg of DNA per 10 9 cells, and from 20 to 211 µg of RNA per 10 9 cells, depending on the growth rates. Messenger RNA (mRNA) accounts for only 1-5% of the total cellular RNA. Compared to DNA, RNA is relatively unstable. This is largely due to the presence of ribonucleases (RNases), which break down RNA molecules. RNases are very stable enzymes and are difficult to inactivate. They can be present in the sample or introduced by contamination during RNA handling.
RNA extraction methods involving prior separation of the cells from cheeses and other dairy products have been used in several studies (Randazzo et al., 2002; Bleve et al., 2003; Sanchez et al., 2006; Bogovic Matijasic et al., 2007; Smeianov et al., 2007; Makhzami et al., 2008; Rantsiou et al., 2008a; Rantsiou et al., 2008b; Ulvé et al., 2008; Duquenne et al., 2010; Falentin et al., 2010; Cretenet et al., 2011; La Gioia et al., 2011; Masoud et al., 2011; Taïbi et al., 2011) . The recovery of microbial cells is done following similar protocols than for DNA extraction methods (see above). It is unlikely that the abundance of ribosomal RNA is modified during the cell separation procedure, but changes may occur with mRNA transcripts. Indeed, steady-state transcript levels are a result of both RNA synthesis and degradation. The mean half-life of E. coli mRNA measured by Selinger et al. (2003) was 6.8 min. It is likely that mRNA synthesis and degradation occurs also during the separation of the cells from the food matrix. This is why all treatments before the complete inactivation of cellular processes should be as short as possible. Ulvé et al. (2008) separated bacterial cells from cheeses by homogenisation in a citrate solution at a temperature of +4 °C, and extracted RNA using a column-based purification method after disruption of the cells by bead-beating. This method was compared to a direct RNA extraction, by measurement of the transcript abundance of 29 genes . For most genes, there was no difference, but a higher level was measured for genes which expression is known to be modified by heat, acid, or osmotic stresses. Different methods of bacterial cell disruption were tested by for the extraction of Staphylococcus (S.) aureus DNA and RNA. The best results were obtained with a combination of lysostaphin treatment and bead-beating. The cell pellets recovered from Camembert cheeses were treated with Chelex beads to remove contaminating compounds that may interfere in subsequent PCR analyses. Propionibacterium (P.) freundereichii, a species involved in Emmental cheese ripening, has a thick cell wall surrounded with capsular exopolysaccharides. For an efficient lysis of P. freundereichii cells recovered from cheeses, Falentin et al. (2010) used a combination of lysozyme treatment, bead-beating and phenol-chloroform extraction. Sanchez et al. (2006) recovered lactic acid bacteria cells from milk cultures after dispersion of caseins with EDTA, and extracted RNA using guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform (commercial TRIzol reagent), a reagent that inactivates cellular processes and allows separation of RNA from DNA and proteins (Chomczynski and Sacchi, 1987) . Duquenne et al. (2010) also used this type of extraction, after disruption of the cells by bead-beating. Bacterial cells may also be separated from cheese matrices using a Nycodenz gradient (Makhzami et al., 2008) . In order to limit the changes in mRNA transcript composition inside of the cells during their separation from the dairy food matrix, Taïbi et al. (2011) added to the samples a stopping solution consisting of a mixture of phenol and ethanol. Smeianov et al. (2007) added the commercial reagent RNAprotect and rifampin, an antibiotic that suppresses the initiation of RNA synthesis, during the recovery of Lactobacillus (Lb.) helveticus cells from milk cultures.
So far, only a few studies have involved direct RNA extraction procedures from dairy products (Duthoit et al., 2005; Bonaiti et al., 2006; Monnet et al., 2008; Carraro et al., 2011;  www.intechopen.com Trmcic et al., 2011 ). In the method described by Monnet et al. (2008) , the cellular processes are stopped at the very beginning of the procedure, by addition of a guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform solution to the cheese sample, and bead-beating is immediately performed. The reagent also inactivates RNases that may be present. At this step, the samples can be kept several weeks at -80 °C without any decrease of RNA integrity, which is not possible when the cheese samples are frozen before the RNA extraction. It was found that the amount of cheese sample should not exceed 100 mg per ml of reagent, as a higher ratio affects the quality and quantity of the purified RNA. The fat, caseins and DNA are removed after recovery of the aqueous phase which is formed after addition of chloroform. Subsequent acidic phenol-chloroform extraction and column-based purification is then performed to get RNA extracts suitable for reverse transcription PCR analyses and which can be stored several months at -80 °C. Use of 7-ml bead-beating tubes allows the processing of 500 mg samples of cheese (Trmcic et al., 2011) . In addition, several samples may be pooled and concentrated during the column-based purification step, which allows higher amounts of RNA to be recovered. With this procedure, sufficient amounts of RNA could be obtained for analysing gene expression of a Lactococcus (L.) lactis strain whose concentration was about 10 8 CFU per gram of cheese, with a corresponding RNA extraction yield of 4.9 x 10 -6 ng RNA per CFU. Fig. 1 . RNA quality assessment with the Agilent Bioanalyzer: electrophoregrams of RNA preparations from various commercial smear-ripened cheeses using the method described by Monnet et al. (2008) . 16S and 23S rRNA are from bacterial origin, and 18S and 26S rRNA are from fungi. Cheese B contains more RNA from fungi than cheeses A and C, and shows a higher overall RNA integrity.
The quality of the RNA samples has to be assessed. Absence of contaminating DNA can be checked by performing PCR amplifications with controls in which reverse transcription has not been performed. RNA concentration can be measured with a spectrophotometer at 260 nm or with a fluorometer after addition of fluorescent dyes. The RNA integrity is evaluated by gel electrophoresis or by automated capillary-based electrophoresis (e.g. 2100 Bioanalyzer equipment, Agilent). RNA is mostly constituted of ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and the sharpness of the small (16S or 18S) and large (23S or 26S) rRNA subunit bands is indicative of the global degree of RNA integrity. From the 2100 Bioanalyzer electrophoresis profile, a value, named RIN (RNA Integrity Number), is calculated. A RIN value of 10 corresponds to apparently intact material. RIN calculations can be done with either eukaryotic or prokaryotic RNA, but not when both types of RNA are present in the same sample, which would be the case for RNA samples from numerous types of cheeses. Examples of RNA electrophoregrams of RNA preparations from cheese samples are shown in Figure 1 . During the ripening or storage of cheeses, some microbial populations may decline, for example by autolysis. This has a detrimental effect on RNA integrity and, in consequence, a poor RNA integrity level is not necessarily due to an inadequate sampling or RNA extraction procedure.
Amplification targets
All PCR analyses rely on amplification of DNA target sequences. Concerning PCR applications to dairy products, one can distinguish targets used for PCR-based microbial diversity evaluation, and targets for PCR analysis of specific microbial groups.
Amplification targets for microbial diversity evaluation methods
In methods of microbial diversity evaluation involving PCR, the amplification target is a sequence which has to be present in a large part of the bacterial or fungal population. The sequence variations allow the subsequent differentiation of the generated amplicons. In most cases, these techniques involve amplification of ribosomal RNA or housekeeping genes. In both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, rRNA genes usually show a high sequence homogeneity within a species (Liao, 1999) , which explains why they are widely used in species identification and makes them a good target in molecular microbial diversity evaluation methods.
Bacterial 16S, 23S and 5S rRNA genes are organised into a co-transcribed operon. The typical length of theses genes is ~2900 bp (23S), ~1500 bp (16S) and ~120 bp (5S). There are multiple copies (generally <10) of the rRNA genes in most bacteria, and the rRNA operons are generally dispersed throughout the chromosome. 16S rRNA sequences are frequently used as amplification target. All 16S rRNA genes share nine hypervariable (polymorphic) regions (Neefs et al., 1993) and the sequences are easily available from public databases. The hypervariable regions are flanked by conserved sequences, which can serve for amplification with "universal" primers (Baker et al., 2003) . The variable V1 Bonetta et al., 2008) , V3 Ercolini et al., 2001; Ogier et al., 2002; Duthoit et al., 2003; Ercolini et al., 2003; Mauriello et al., 2003; Andrighetto et al., 2004; Ercolini et al., 2004; Feurer et al., 2004a; Feurer et al., 2004b; Lafarge et al., 2004; Ogier et al., 2004; Duthoit et al., 2005; Flórez and Mayo, 2006; Delbes et al., 2007; El-Baradei et al., 2007; Parayre et al., 2007; Abriouel et al., 2008; Ercolini et al., 2008; Gala et al., 2008; Van Hoorde et al., 2008; Alegría et al., 2009; Casalta et al., 2009; Dolci et al., 2009; Giannino et al., 2009; Mounier et al., 2009; Serhan et al., 2009; Dolci et al., 2010; Fontana et al., 2010; Van Hoorde et al., 2010; Masoud et al., 2011) , V2 (Duthoit et al., 2003; Delbes and Montel, 2005; Saubusse et al., 2007) , V4-V5 , V1-V3 (Randazzo et al., 2002) , V4-V8 (Randazzo et al., 2006) , V5-V6 (Le Bourhis et al., 2005; Le Bourhis et al., 2007) and V6-V8 (Randazzo et al., 2002; Ercolini et al., 2008; Nikolic et al., 2008; Randazzo et al., 2010) regions of the 16S rRNA genes and the 16S-23S-spacer region Henri-Dubernet et al., 2004) are
widely used in studies of the bacterial diversity of dairy products. Several distinct amplicons may be produced with some strains, due to differences in sequences of the rRNA copies.
In fungi, the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) is a region located between the 18S rRNA and 26S rRNA genes. It includes the 5.8S rRNA gene that splits the ITS into two parts: ITS1 and ITS2. The 18S, 5.8S, 26S and 5S rRNA sequences form up to hundreds of tandem repeats. The ITS region undergoes a faster rate of evolution than rRNA but its sequence remains homogenous within a species. The ITS2 region has been chosen as target for the study of the fungal biodiversity of smear-ripened cheeses , and the ITS1 region for the study of the fungal diversity in cow, goat and ewe milk (Delavenne et al., 2011) . Primers targeting regions of the 26S rRNA (Feurer et al., 2004b; Flórez and Mayo, 2006; Bonetta et al., 2008; Alegría et al., 2009; Dolci et al., 2009; Mounier et al., 2009 ) and the 18S rRNA (Callon et al., 2006; Arteau et al., 2010) were chosen to investigate the dominant yeast microflora of several types of cheeses.
Housekeeping genes are less used than rRNA in molecular studies of microbial diversity of dairy products. This is due to a lower availability in sequence databases. However, this may change in the near future, due to the rapid increase of the number of sequenced genomes.
The rpoB gene, encoding the RNA polymerase beta subunit has been used as a target for PCR-DGGE analysis to follow lactic acid bacterial population dynamics in cheeses (Rantsiou et al., 2004) .
Amplification targets for specific microbial groups
Defined groups of microorganisms may be studied by amplification of specific targets, either by PCR or by real-time PCR. In the latter case, quantitative data can be obtained. The primers have to be designed so that amplification occurs only from DNA of the group of interest. As for PCR-based methods of microbial diversity evaluation, rRNA sequences are frequently used as target and the specificity may be evaluated in silico by comparing the rRNA sequences of the group of interest to that of other microorganisms that are present in the same habitat. A high level of specificity is achieved when there is a large sequence difference with non-target microorganisms for one or both of the PCR primers. Presence of mismatches near the 3' of the primers ensures a better specificity than at the 5' end. In addition, absence, or presence of only one or two G or C residues in the last five nucleotides at the 3' end of primers, makes them less likely to hybridise transiently and to be available for non-specific extension by the DNA polymerase (Bustin, 2000) . Corynebacterium casei cells could be quantified in cheeses by real-time PCR using a couple of primers targeting the V6 region of the 16S rRNA gene (Monnet et al., 2006) . The assay was specific, as no amplification occurred with DNA from other Corynebacterium species present in cheeses. Primers targeting 16S rRNA genes were also used for the quantification of Carnobacterium cells in cheeses (Cailliez-Grimal et al., 2005) , of L. lactis subsp. cremoris in fermented milks (Grattepanche et al., 2005) , of Streptococcus (Str.) thermophilus and lactobacilli in fermented milks (Furet et al., 2004) , of thermophilic bacilli in milk powder (Rueckert et al., 2005) and of bacterial species that can develop during the cold storage of milk (Rasolofo et al., 2010) . Primers targeting the 16S-23S-spacer region were used for the specific detection of Clostridium tyrobutyricum in semi-soft and hard cheeses (Herman et al., 1997) and for the quantification of Listeria (List.) monocytogenes in foods, including fresh and ripened cheeses www.intechopen.com (Rantsiou et al., 2008a) . rRNA sequence primers were also advised for the quantification of fungi in cheeses by real-time PCR. The variable D1/D2 domain of the 26S rRNA and the ITS1 region of the rRNA genes were targeted for the study of yeasts (Larpin et al., 2006; Makino et al., 2010) and Penicillium roqueforti (Le Dréan et al., 2010) .
Primers of specific protein-encoding genes have been designed for the detection or the quantification of various groups of cheese microorganisms. Proteolytic lactobacilli can be detected in stretched cheeses by amplification of cell envelope proteinase genes (Baruzzi et al., 2005) . Successful detection of specific bacteriocin biosynthesis genes could be achieved in microbial DNA extracted directly from several types of cheeses Bogovic Matijasic et al., 2007; Trmcic et al., 2008) . Allman et al. (1995) used specific PCR amplifications for the detection of pathogenic bacteria in dairy products. The targets were the List. monocytogenes listeriolysin O (hlyA), the E. coli heat-labile enterotoxin type 1 (elt) and heat-stable toxin 1 (est), and the Campylobacter jejuni and Campylobacter coli flagellin proteins (flaA/flaB). List. monocytogenes has also been quantified in gouda-like cheeses by real-time PCR, through hlyA gene amplification (Rudi et al., 2005) . Another pathogen, Brucella spp., can be detected in soft cheeses by amplification of a fragment from a characteristic membrane antigen, protein BCSP-31 (Serpe et al., 1999) . Thermonuclease (nuc) gene amplification has been applied for the quantification of S. aureus cells in cheese and milk samples (Hein et al., 2001; Hein et al., 2005; Alarcon et al., 2006; Studer et al., 2008; Aprodu et al., 2011) . Manuzon et al. (2007) monitored the pool of tetracyclin resistance genes in retail cheeses in order to estimate the amount of tetracyclin resistant bacteria, which may pose a potential risk to consumers. Coliforms are a broad class of bacteria, whose presence can be used to assess the hygienic quality of foods. A real-time PCR detection method of all coliform species in a single assay has been set up (Martin et al., 2010) . It is based on the amplification of a fragment of the beta-galactosidase gene (lacZ). Enterococcus (E.) gilvus, which is found in some types of cheeses, was quantified by real-time PCR using the phenylalanyl-tRNA synthase gene (pheS) as target (Zago et al., 2009 ). The procedure was selective against the highly phylogenetically related species E. malodoratus and E. raffinosus, and the pheS gene seems able to differentiate enterococcal species better than 16S rRNA sequences. Histamine is a toxic biogenic amine that is sometimes involved in food poisoning. In order to quantify histamine-producing bacteria in cheeses by real-time PCR, Fernandez et al. (2006) designed consensual primers targeting the histidine decarboxylase (hdcA) gene of Gram-positive species. Another type of undesired bacteria, Clostridium tyrobutyricum, responsible for late-blowing in hard and semi-hard cheeses, can be quantified in milk samples by real-time PCR amplification of the flagellin (fla) gene (Lopez-Enriquez et al., 2007) .
It is likely that in the future, the increased availability of genome sequences will facilitate the selection of amplification targets for specific microbial groups. A good example is the study of Chen el al. (2010) , in which real-time PCR primers were designed for the detection of Salmonella enterica strains. In this study, specific targets were generated by using a genomic analysis workflow, which compared 17 Salmonella enterica genome sequences to 827 nonSalmonella bacterial genomes.
PCR-based methods for microbial diversity investigation
Dairy products, especially cheeses, have diverse microbial compositions, which may be analysed by culture-dependent or culture-independent methods. Culture-independent methods involving PCR amplification are based on the analysis of DNA or RNA extracted from the food product. Even if they have several potential biases, they are faster and potentially more exhaustive than culture-dependent methods.
Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE), temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE) and temporal temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TTGE) are widely used to study cheese microbial communities Ercolini et al., 2001; Ogier et al., 2002; Randazzo et al., 2002; Ercolini et al., 2003; Mauriello et al., 2003; Andrighetto et al., 2004; Cocolin et al., 2004; Ercolini et al., 2004; Henri-Dubernet et al., 2004; Lafarge et al., 2004; Ogier et al., 2004; Rantsiou et al., 2004; Le Bourhis et al., 2005; Flórez and Mayo, 2006; Randazzo et al., 2006; Cocolin et al., 2007; El-Baradei et al., 2007; Le Bourhis et al., 2007; Parayre et al., 2007; Abriouel et al., 2008; Bonetta et al., 2008; Ercolini et al., 2008; Gala et al., 2008; Henri-Dubernet et al., 2008; Nikolic et al., 2008; Rantsiou et al., 2008b; Van Hoorde et al., 2008; Alegría et al., 2009; Casalta et al., 2009; Dolci et al., 2009; Giannino et al., 2009; Serhan et al., 2009; Dolci et al., 2010; Fontana et al., 2010; Fuka et al., 2010; Randazzo et al., 2010; Van Hoorde et al., 2010; Masoud et al., 2011) . Target sequences from rRNA or housekeeping genes are amplified and separated by electrophoresis. Separation is based on decreased electrophoretic mobility of partially melted double-stranded DNA molecules in polyacrylamide gels with a thermal gradient (TGGE) or which contain a gradient of DNA denaturants (DGGE). In TTGE, the separation is based on a temporal temperature gradient that increases in a linear fashion over the length of the electrophoresis time. Even if the DNA molecules have the same size, they may be separated because of their melting temperature behaviour, which depends on the sequence. A GC-rich clamp of about 40 bases is added at the 5' end of one of the primers to stabilize the melting behaviour and to prevent the complete dissociation of the DNA fragments during electrophoresis. Assignment of the migration bands is done by comparison to a database containing the migration profiles of reference strains. DNA bands can be recovered from the gel and sequenced in order to confirm the assignments, or to find an assignment for bands which are not present in the database. DGGE, TGGE and TTGE profiles reveal a picture of the microbial diversity and can be used to compare different dairy products or to follow a given product at different fabrication stages. However, these methods are only semi-quantitative.
Single-strand conformation polymorphism-PCR (SSCP-PCR) is another PCR-based method for microbial diversity investigation that has been applied to dairy products (Duthoit et al., 2003; Feurer et al., 2004a; Feurer et al., 2004b; Delbes and Montel, 2005; Duthoit et al., 2005; Callon et al., 2006; Delbes et al., 2007; Saubusse et al., 2007; Mounier et al., 2009 ). This technique is based on the sequence-dependent differential intra-molecular folding of single strand DNA, which alters the migration speed of the molecules under non-denaturing conditions. Single strand DNA fragments having the same size may thus be separated, if their sequences generate different intramolecular interactions. After denaturation, the fluorescently labelled PCR products are separated using a capillary-based automated sequencer. In some cases, several stable conformations can be formed from one single strand DNA fragment, resulting in multiple bands. As for DGGE, TGGE and TTGE, SSCP provides community fingerprints that cannot be phylogenetically assigned directly. A database containing the migration profile of reference strains has to be created. One disadvantage of this technique is that the labelled single strand DNA fragments cannot be sequenced to confirm the assignations.
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Another PCR-based technique that has been applied to dairy products is terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP) (Rademaker et al., 2005; Rademaker et al., 2006; Arteau et al., 2010; Cogan and John, 2011) . In TRFLP analyses, marker genes are amplified using one or two fluorescently labelled primers. The amplicons are then cut with one or several restriction enzymes and separated using a capillary-based automated sequencer.
Only the end-labelled fragments are detected by the laser detector and their size can be determined by comparison with DNA size standards. One advantage of this technique is that the size of the fragments of any known DNA sequence can be determined in silico. This is why 16S rRNA genes, whose sequences are easily available from public databases, are frequently used in TRFLP studies. As for SSCP, a drawback of capillary electrophoresisbased TRFLP is that bands remaining unknown cannot be extracted from the gel to be identified by DNA sequencing.
In denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography (DHPLC), PCR amplicons are partially denatured and separated on a liquid chromatography column which contains chemical agents that bind more strongly to double-stranded DNA molecules. Amplicons of the same size but with sequence differences resulting in modified melting behaviours will thus have different retention times. DHPLC analyses are rapid and the elution fraction corresponding to the different amplicons can be sequenced for confirmation or identification purposes. There are not many papers concerning DHPLC analyses of dairy products (Ercolini et al., 2008; Mounier et al., 2010; Delavenne et al., 2011) , but this technique will probably be increasingly used in the future.
Bacterial diversity may also be assessed by sequencing clones libraries generated from 16S rRNA gene amplification of DNA extracted from dairy products (Feurer et al., 2004a; Feurer et al., 2004b; Delbes et al., 2007; Rasolofo et al., 2010; Carraro et al., 2011) . The main advantage of this technique is that no dedicated database is needed, as the sequences are already available in public genomic databases. In addition, in most cases, the 16S rRNA gene sequences permit assignments at the species level. But this technique is expensive and time-consuming, which is why it is not widely used. Second-generation DNA sequencing is a promising alternative to clone library sequencing (Cardenas and Tiedje, 2008) . Masoud et al. (2011) studied the bacterial populations in Danish raw milk cheeses by pyrosequencing of tagged amplicons of the V3 and V4 regions of the 16S rRNA gene. After amplification of the 16S rRNA targets, a second PCR is done by using, for each sample, a different bar-coded primer. The amplified fragments of the different samples are then mixed and sequenced together, and the sequences are assigned to bacterial taxa. A very good agreement was found with the results of PCR-DGGE analysis. In addition, minor bacterial populations that were not detected by PCR-DGGE, were found by pyrosequencing. Furthermore, pyrosequencing provides a more reliable estimate of the relative abundance of the individual bacteria. Second-generation DNA sequencing appears thus to be a powerful and promising method, which will allow a deeper investigation of the bacterial populations in dairy products.
PCR-based methods for microbial diversity investigation can also be applied to RNA samples, after reverse transcription. As the ribosomal RNA content inside of the cells increases with the growth rate (Bremer and Dennis, 1996) , one can assume that higher amounts of rRNA targets will be detected in active growing cells. In addition, since RNA is less stable than DNA, it will degrade more quickly in dead cells. In a study of the bacterial community from an artisanal Sicilian cheese, Randazzo et al. (2002) compared the intensity of bands from DNA and RNA-derived DGGE profiles and concluded that some species of the samples were not very metabolically active. Other studies of RNA profiles involving either DGGE (Rantsiou et al., 2008b; Dolci et al., 2010; Masoud et al., 2011) , TTGE (Le Bourhis et al., 2007) , SSCP (Le Bourhis et al., 2005) , T-RFLP (Sanchez et al., 2006) , clone library sequencing (Carraro et al., 2011) or pyrosequencing (Masoud et al., 2011) have been published.
Real-time PCR methods
Real-time PCR (qPCR) uses fluorescent reporter dyes to combine the amplification and detection steps of the PCR reaction in a single tube format. The assay relies on measuring the increase in fluorescent signal, which is proportional to the amount of DNA produced during each PCR cycle. A quantification cycle (Cq) value is determined from the plot relating fluorescence against the cycle number. Cq corresponds to the number of cycles for which the fluorescence is higher than the background fluorescence. qPCR offers the possibility to quantify microbial populations through measurements of the abundance of a target sequence in DNA samples extracted from food products (Postollec et al., 2011) . Combined with reverse transcription (RT), qPCR can also be used to estimate the amount of RNA transcripts.
Several applications of qPCR for the quantification of microbial populations in dairy p r o d u c t s h a v e b e e n d e s c r i b e d ( T a b l e 1 ) . I n g e n e r a l , t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l a p p r o a c h i s t h e following: after extraction of DNA from the sample, qPCR is performed together with a standard curve, and the results are expressed as colony-forming-units (CFU), cell, or DNA target number per amount of dairy product. For an accurate quantification, several technical considerations have to be taken into account. First, the efficiency of recovery of the DNA from the dairy products should be constant and as high as possible. This may be verified in experiments where target cells are added to a control dairy matrix. Larpin et al. (2006) observed significant DNA losses during the extraction of DNA from cheese samples containing yeast species, and it appeared that cheese composition affected the extraction yields. DNA losses may occur during alcohol precipitation steps, especially in samples containing low amounts of DNA. A better recovery can be obtained by addition of coprecipitants such as exogenous DNA and glycogen. When column-based purification methods are used, it should be made sure that the amount of DNA loaded onto the columns does not exceed the column capacity. Another important technical consideration is that the amount of qPCR inhibitors in the DNA sample should be as limited as possible. One convenient way to evaluate the presence of i n h i b i t o r s i s t o a n a l y s e b y q P C R s e v e r a l dilutions of the DNA samples. The samples that need high dilution factors to reach the maximum PCR efficiency contain more inhibitors than those that need a lower dilution factor. The amount of PCR inhibitors has an impact on the detection level, as it determines the dilution factor that has to be applied in the qPCR assays. Absence of inhibitors can also be verified by inclusion of an internal amplification control (IAC). An IAC is a non-target DNA fragment that is co-amplified with the target sequence, ideally with the same primers used for the target. The forward and reverse target sequences are fused to both ends of a non-target fragment, to which a second fluorescent probe (the IAC probe) hybridises. The simultaneous use in a single reaction of two differently labelled fluorescent probes makes it www.intechopen.com possible to quantify the target and to assess PCR efficiency at the same time. If negative results are obtained for the target PCR, the absence of a positive IAC signal indicates that amplification has failed. Phenol extraction and repeated washing of alcohol-precipitated DNA pellets are efficient in reducing the impact of PCR inhibitors. In phenol-based purifications, the amount of PCR inhibitors may also be reduced by using a gel (Phase Lock Gel tubes) improving separation between the liquid and organic phases. For accurate qPCR quantification of microbial populations in dairy products, the level of cross-contaminations of DNA during DNA extraction and subsequent steps should be as limited as possible. This can be checked by adding several controls during the qPCR, such as water or DNA extracted from a dairy matrix that does not contain the target population. If complete absence of cross-contamination cannot be achieved, one may define a maximum Cq (quantification cycle) value, which is lower than the value obtained with the controls (e.g. five cycles lower), and over which the assay will not be considered. After qPCR amplification, melting curve analysis is carried out to confirm the absence of secondary amplification products. It is also possible to confirm amplification specificity by sequencing the resulting amplicon. Several types of standards may be used for calculating the concentration of targets in the dairy product. In the method used by Monnet et al. (2006) , a standard curve is generated from different dilutions of a genomic DNA sample extracted from a pure culture of the target microorganism in liquid broth. The amount of target genomic DNA present in cheeses is then calculated and converted to colony-forming-units values, using a conversion factor determined from the pure culture DNA extract. Such calculation is valid only if the DNA recovery yield from cheeses is similar to that from cells grown in the liquid broth. Le Dréan et al. (2010) quantified Penicillium camemberti and Penicillium roqueforti mycelium in cheeses. To imitate cheese matrix effects, DNA was extracted from curd mixed with known amounts of fresh mycelium and was used as standard for further qPCR analyses. The mycelium concentration was then expressed as weight of mycelium per weight of cheese. Microbial cells may also be quantified using standard curves obtained with PCR-amplified targets. For example, Furet et al. (2004) determined the number of 16S rRNA gene targets in DNA samples prepared from dairy products and converted this value to cell numbers, taking into account the number of 16S rRNA gene copies in the chromosome of each species (http://rrndb.mmg.msu.edu, (Lee et al., 2009 The quantification limit values for microbial cells in dairy products reported for qPCR methods are heterogeneous. They depend on factors such as the type of dairy product (cheese or fermented milk), the efficiency of DNA extraction, the target microbial population and the target DNA sequence. A value of 10 5 CFU/g has been reported for Corynebacterium casei (Monnet et al., 2006) and Carnobacterium species (Cailliez-Grimal et al., 2005) , of 10 3 -10 4 CFU/g for List. monocytogenes (Rantsiou et al., 2008a) , of 10 4 CFU/g for E. gilvus (Zago et al., 2009) , and of 10 3 cells/ml for lactic acid bacteria (Furet et al., 2004) . In some cases, higher amounts of microorganisms are measured with qPCR analyses than with classical agar counts, which may be explained by the fact that DNA from dead cells can also be amplified. In order to lower the detection levels of pathogens, it is possible to perform culture enrichment of the food samples before qPCR (Rossmanith et al., 2006; Chiang et al., 2007; Karns et al., 2007; O'Grady et al., 2009; Omiccioli et al., 2009 Table 1 . Examples of applications of qPCR for the quantification or detection of microbial populations in dairy products.
The study of gene expression within natural environments such as dairy products is an emerging field in microbial ecology that is especially promising in the study of bacterial function even though only a few applications of reverse-transcription qPCR to dairy www.intechopen.com products have been described so far (Table 2) . Reverse-transcription qPCR experiments involve the following steps: RNA extraction, evaluation of RNA integrity, DNase treatment, reverse-transcription and qPCR (Nolan et al., 2006; Bustin et al., 2009) . Reverse transcriptions can be done with random hexamers, specific primers or oligo-dT primers (only for eukaryotic mRNA). Two types of quantification methods may be used: absolute quantification and relative quantification (Wong and Medrano, 2005; Nolan et al., 2006; Bustin et al., 2009; Cikos and Koppel, 2009 ). Absolute quantification is based on comparison of Cq values with a standard curve generated from the target sequence. The determination of a concentration of target RNA in the samples requires generating a standard curve with known amounts of RNA targets (and not DNA) that have been transcribed in vitro. This is necessary because the efficiencies of reverse transcription reactions are not known and vary from target to target. In addition, the reverse transcription step has been proposed as the source of most of the variability in reverse-transcription qPCR (Freeman et al., 1999) , owing to the sensitivity of reverse transcriptase enzymes to inhibitors that may be present in the samples. As the production of in vitro-transcribed RNA standards is fastidious and timeconsuming, and there is no guarantee that the reverse transcription efficiency with these standards will be similar to that with the biological RNA samples, there are not many reports of absolute quantification in reverse transcription qPCR involving RNA standards. Absolute quantification of RNA transcripts with DNA standards (e.g. with standards that have not been reverse transcribed) is sometimes used. In that case, the exact number of RNA targets in the biological samples cannot be determined and results are expressed as "DNA gene equivalent" (Nicolaisen et al., 2008) or "cDNA". If it is assumed that the reverse transcription efficiencies for a given target are constant whatever the sample, these results can be used to compare the abundance of the same RNA target in several samples. Smeianov et al. (2007) used absolute quantification to compare the expression of Lb. helveticus genes during growth in milk and in MRS medium. In these experiments, the amount of cDNA before qPCR was standardised. Ulvé et al. (2008) standardised the amount of RNA before reverse transcription and compared the Cq values obtained for genes of L. lactis in cheeses at different ripening times. Even if it is not possible by this method to quantitatively compare the abundance of different RNA targets in the same sample (which would need in vitro-transcribed RNA standards), large differences in abundance may be shown. Direct comparisons of Cq values with a standardised amount of RNA have also been used to investigate the effect of cell separation from the cheese matrix before RNA extraction . Bleve et al. (2003) observed a correlation between standard plate counts of yeasts and moulds present in spoiled commercial food products and the Cq values obtained by reverse transcription qPCR analysis with primers targeting the fungal actin gene. To follow gene expression of P. freudenreichii and Lb. paracasei during cheese-making, Falentin et al. (2010) measured the amount of cDNA copies of the target sequence after reverse transcription, and divided this value by the corresponding number of cells, which was measured by qPCR analysis of DNA extracted from the cheese samples. From these analyses, it could be concluded that the metabolic activity of Lb. paracasei cells reached a maximum during the first part of ripening, whereas the maximum activity of P. freudenreichii was reached later. A similar approach was used for the study of the metabolic activity of Lb. helveticus and Str. thermophilus cells during the ripening of Emmental cheese (Falentin et al., 2012) .
One disadvantage of all absolute quantification analyses is the significant reduction in the number of experimental samples that can be run on a single plate because a standard curve has to be included in each reaction run. In relative quantification methods, the amount of RNA targets in samples is expressed relative to the amount of the same target present in another sample, which is designated as the calibrator. This calibrator is chosen among the samples being compared (Cikos and Koppel, 2009 ). The advantage of this method is that standard curves don't have to be included in each run. However, this does not compensate for variations in reverse transcription efficiency and in RNA extraction efficiency from one sample to another. To compensate for this sample-to-sample variation, the quantity of RNA target is usually normalised to the quantity of one or several internal reference genes. These reference genes must be shown to be stable under the experimental conditions being examined, and are evaluated using software programmes such as geNorm or Bestkeeper. Two ideal reference genes are expected to have an identical expression ratio in all samples, whatever the experimental conditions. In the geNorm procedure (Vandesompele et al., 2002) , the Cq values of each sample are transformed into relative quantities (Q) with a calibrator (cal) sample and using the gene-specific PCR efficiency (E), calculated as follows: Q = E (calCq -sampleCq) . Normalisation is then applied by dividing the relative quantities of genes of interest by the geometric mean of the relative quantities of selected reference genes (normalisation factor). The 16S rRNA gene was used as reference gene to follow the expression of L. lactis nisin genes in a model cheese (Trmcic et al., 2011) . Several groups of genes could be distinguished based on expression profiles as a function of time, which contributed to a better knowledge of the regulation of nisin biosynthesis. For normalisation of gene transcripts from Pseudomonas spp., Enterococcus spp., Pediococcus (P.) pentosaceus and Lb. casei during the manufacturing of an experimental Montasio cheese, Carraro et al. (2011) used one couple of primers targeting the 16S rRNA of all bacteria present. The calculated fold-change does not reflect the specific gene expression of each population, but rather an expression taking into account the total amount of 16S rRNA. Cretenet et al. (2011) quantified the expression of several genes from L. lactis in model cheeses made from ultrafiltered milk, using gyrB (DNA gyrase subunit B) as reference gene. The histidine decarboxylase gene (hdcA) present in certain Str. thermophilus strains is involved in the synthesis histamine, a biogenic amine which may be accumulated in cheeses. The expression of hdcA was studied under conditions common to cheese-making, using the gene encoding the alpha subunit of the RNA polymerase (rpoA) as reference gene . In this case, the stability of reference gene expression was assessed by absolute quantification of the transcripts obtained from fixed amounts of RNA. Up-regulation of hdcA occurred in the presence of free histidine and salt, and repression after thermisation. In bacteria, the gene encoding the elongation factor TU (tuf) is frequently used as reference gene in reverse transcription qPCR analyses. The expression of this gene by L. lactis was investigated in model cheeses by relative quantification using the total amount of RNA for normalisation, i.e. with reverse transcriptions performed with a fixed amount of RNA . In this case, one has to check that potential biases, such as differences of reverse transcription efficiencies among the samples being studied, do not interfere. With this method, the calculated gene expression does not represent the expression relative to other mRNA transcripts, but rather the expression relative to the ribosomal RNA, which form most RNA. A large decrease of tuf expression, up to 100-fold, was observed after a few days. This decrease probably reflected the global decrease of mRNA transcription in the cheese matrix, after the end of growth of L. lactis. Duquenne et al. (2010) were able to quantify the www.intechopen.com expression of Staphyloccus aureus enterotoxins genes in model cheeses using a set of three stably expressed reference genes. A similar approach was applied for the study of the growth of L. lactis subsp. cremoris strains under conditions simulating cheddar cheese manufacture (Taïbi et al., 2011) and for the study of iron acquisition by Arthrobacter arilaitensis in experimental cheeses Experimental cheeses L. lactis subsp. lactis bcaT, codY, serA, cysK, gltD, lacC, gapA, gapB, pdhB, aldB, butA, noxE, murF, dnaK, chiA, pepN, gyrB, pi139, pi302 Experimental cheeses (Cretenet et al., 2011) L. lactis subsp. cremoris bcaT, clpE, dnaG, gapA, glyA, groEL, oppA, pepQ, purD, ldh, holin1, holin2 Experimental cheeses (Taïbi et al., 2011) Lb. helveticus asnA, cysE, dapA, serA, Lldh, clpP, oppA, oppC, pepO2, pepT2, prtH, prtH2, purA, pyrR Milk cultures (Smeianov et al., 2007) Str. thermophilus hdcA (histidine decarboxylase)
Milk cultures Str. thermophilus tdcA (tyrosine decarboxylase)
Milk cultures P. freudenreichii and Lb. paracasei 16S rRNA, tuf (elongation factor TU), GroL (chaperonin GroEL) Experimental Emmental cheese (Falentin et al., 2010) www.intechopen.com Table 2 . Examples of applications of reverse-transcription qPCR to dairy products.
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Application of PCR-based methods to non-dairy probiotic products

Nucleic acid extraction from non-dairy probiotic products
Probiotic products comprise probiotic dairy products and probiotic food supplements which appear in several forms, like powders, capsules, tablets, suspensions etc. containing the lyophilised, dried or microencapsulated bacterial cells. Since an overview of the nucleic acid extraction and PCR application in dairy products in general have already been addressed in this chapter, we focus here on the non-dairy probiotic products such as food supplements or pharmaceutical preparations. The protocols of DNA or RNA extraction from different probiotic products have to be properly adapted to the matrix in order to achieve satisfactory yield and efficient PCR amplification. It is important to evaluate whether the components of the product other than microbial cells influence the extraction and amplification steps. Probiotic formulations may contain polysaccharides, salts, oils (microencapsulated) or proteins (milk-based) which have been demonstrated to affect the extraction or inhibit amplification by direct interaction with DNA or by interference with the polymerases used in PCR. DNA isolation from the samples containing milk which is among the common ingredients of probiotic formulations, requires multiple steps such as centrifugation, heating or cation exchange to remove proteins, calcium ions and fats (Cressier and Bissonnette, 2011 ).
An increasing amount of non-dairy probiotic products contain microencapsulated probiotic cells. Depending on the microencapsulation technique (spray-drying, coacervation, cocrystallisation, molecular inclusion) and the matrix and coating materials used, the physicochemical properties of microcapsules differ much. Microcapsules containing probiotic bacteria are often insoluble in water, in order to allow their controlled release in the intestine. In order to enable the release of bacterial cells and DNA to the medium, particular treatment and diluents different from the commonly used (Ringer solution, peptone saline solution, water) are needed, for example addition of emulsifiers (anionic, cationic) or nonionic detergents such as Tween 80 (Champagne et al., 2010; Burgain et al., 2011) .
When probiotics are microencapsulated in alginate beads, a calcium-binding solution such as phosphates or citrates is most often used to dissolve the particles. Another problem presents dried, fat-based spray-coated probiotic bacteria which can be found in different products in a form of powders, capsules, tablets, suspension in oil or for example in chocolate. One of the concerns could be that fat coating on the particles would prevent hydration, resulting in unsatisfactory recovery of viable bacteria and under-estimation of CFU counts.
The selection of rehydration method and solutions significantly influenced the results of CFU determination by plate counting in microencapsulated Lb. rhamnosus R0011 or Bifidobacterium (B.) longum ATCC 15708 cultures spray-coated with fat. Tween 80 did not result in direct improvement of the recovery of CFU, while the addition of fat improved it. The authors concluded that the methods appropriate for the analysis of free cells in dried probiotics may not be optimal for the analysis of spray-coated ME cultures (Champagne et al., 2010) . The recovery of dried probiotic cultures is greatly dependent on the reconstitution conditions. Maximum recovery of B.standardised longum NCC3001 was achieved at 30-min reconstitution at pH 8, in the presence of 2% l-arabinose and with a ratio of 1:100 of powder to diluent, while Lb. johnsonii La1 showed highest recovery after reconstitution, when mixed with maltodextrin at pH 4 (Muller et al., 2010) . The published data on the optimisation of DNA isolation from microencapsulated bacteria are scarce however since the first step of bacterial DNA isolation from the product is separation of the bacterial cells from the matrix, the conditions and procedures found suitable for viable count (CFU) determination in samples containing microencapsulated bacteria may be a good starting point also for DNA isolation.
Due to the specificities described above, there are no universal standard procedures and media/buffers for the rehydration of probiotic products and quantification of probiotics in such products, either by the assessment of viable counts or by PCR-based methods. Often the authors do not explain in detail the preparation of the samples of probiotic products but refer to the standards such as ISO 6887-1:2000 on the general rules for the preparation of the initial suspension and decimal dilutions of food and animal feeding stuffs, or ISO 6887-5:2010 including specific rules for the preparation of milk and milk products which are applicable also to dried milk products and milk-based infant foods. ISO 20838:2006 provides the overall framework for qualitative methods for the detection of food-borne pathogens in or isolated from food and feed matrices using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), but can also be applied to other matrices, for example environmental samples, or to the detection of other microorganisms under investigation. However, the standards do not contain detailed protocols which have to be developed specifically considering the properties of the products.
Champagne et al. (2011) recently published recommendations for the viability assessment of probiotics as concentrated cultures and in food matrices by plate counting, but the recommendations relevant for the DNA isolation are not available.
Microbial analysis of probiotic food supplements and pharmaceutical preparations require standardised and accurate procedures for the reactivation of dehydrated cultures. Among the resuspension buffers, ¼ Ringer solution with or without cysteine (0,05 %), peptone physiological solution (0.1% wt/vol peptone, 0.85% wt/vol NaCl) or water are used most often (Temmerman et al., 2003; Masco et al., 2005; Masco et al., 2007; Kramer et al., 2009; Bogovic Matijasic et al., 2010) . For the preparation of mesophilic cultures for qPCR analysis, which present similar medium as probiotic formulations, Friedrich and Lenke (2006) used PBS and sodium citrate (1% wt/vol).
Usually the probiotic cells are removed by centrifugation from the product matrix before being exposed to the cell lysis. Drisko et al. (2005) exceptionally resuspended the products directly in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl with pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) and proceeded with SDS and proteinase K treatment. After the lysis of bacterial cells, phenol/chloroform extraction or different kits such as the QIAamp®DNA stool mini kit (Qiagen), the NucleoSpin® food kit (Macherey-Nagel), Wizard Genomic DNA Purification kit (Promega), Maxwell 16 Cell DNA Purification Kit (Promega) are most commonly used.
Lyophilised probiotic products can also be resuspended in water and the suspension added directly in PCR mixture, without previous isolation of bacterial DNA. This way Vitali et al. (2003) for instance carried out the real-time PCR quantification of three Bifidobacterium strains in a pharmaceutical product VSL-3 containing lyophilised bacteria and excipients.
Target population Method Target sequence
Form of product B. bifidum, Bacillus coagulans, Lb. acidophilus, Lb. casei, Lb. delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus, Lb. delbrueckii subsp. lactis, Lb. helveticus, Lb. kefiri, Lb. paracasei, Lb. plantarum, Lb. reuteri, Lb. rhamnosus, Lb. salivarius Table 3 . Examples of applications of PCR, qPCR or PCR-DGGE to probiotic food supplements or pharmaceutical products.
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Detection or quantification of probiotics in non-dairy probiotic products by PCR
PCR detection of labelled probiotic bacteria in probiotic food supplements or pharmaceutical preparations
Probiotic food supplements and pharmaceutical preparations are widespread and commercially important. The most important parameters of their quality are appropriate labelling of probiotic bacteria and adequate number of them in the products. This is still not such an easy task since standardised methods are available for only avery limited number of probiotic bacteria in dairy products such as Lb. acidophilus (ISO 20128/IDF 192:2006) and Bifidobacterium (ISO 29981/IDF 220:2010) . This speaks in favour of using molecular techniques which are rapid, sensitive and specific. Several PCR tests for detection of pathogens in foods have been validated, harmonised, and commercialised to make PCR a standard tool used by food microbiology laboratories (Maurer, 2011; Postollec et al., 2011) . In the probiotic field there is still much to do in terms of the application of PCR-based methods for the control of probiotic products. Conventional PCR is very useful for the detection of labelled species or genera in the probiotic products. While several applications of this technique in food, including probiotic fermented dairy products, can be found in the literature (Table 1) , the reports dealing with probiotic food supplements or pharmaceutical preparations are still few (Table 3) . Among the targets which have been used in PCR analysis of probiotic products in the form of capsules, tablets or powders there are most often 16S rDNA or 16S-23S intergenic spacer (IS) regions which appear in the cells in multiple copies, contain several species or genus-specific regions and enable higher sensitivity than single copy genes. In addition to the ribosomal genes, several monocopy genes have also already been used for PCR or real-time PCR of probiotics such as htrA, pepIP, rpoA, β-galactosidase gene, or recA gene (Table 3) . Primers for htrA-trypsin-like serine protease gene were used originally by Fortina et al. (2001) , for pepIP-immunopeptidase proline gene pepIP by Torriani et al. (2007) and for rpoA-RNA polymerase alpha subunit gene by Naser et al. (2007) . The main advantage of the application of genes that usually appear in one copy is that they enable accurate quantification by real-time PCR also in the mixed populations of bacteria belonging to different species, while the number of rRNA genes copies differs among the species.
Real-time PCR quantification of probiotic bacteria in non-dairy products
It is well known that many food ingredients, including fats, proteins, divalent cations, and phenolic compounds, can act as PCR inhibitors. Some of the ingredients may also hinder the adequate microbial cell separations from the sample matrix. Another common problem is non-heterogeneous distribution of target cells in the samples, the presence of microbial aggregates which are difficult to disrupt or high amounts of non-target microbiota (BrehmStecher et al., 2009 ). In the analysis of probiotic products in general the usual approach is to separate first the bacterial target cells from the matrix, which in the case of lyophilised or dried products is usually not such a difficult task and may be successfully performed by rehydration of the samples followed by centrifugation. This way most of the potential inhibitory compounds are removed. Inhibitors are further removed also during the nucleic acids purification steps which have been described above. However, as some of the inhibitors may still be present in the samples intended for quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis, the examination of possible inhibition of PCR reaction is always required.
In order to exclude possible inhibition, Masco et al. (2007) prepared bacteria-free sample matrices of the food supplement, spiked them with known quantities of reference bifidobacteria and compared the standard curve slopes and efficiencies obtained during PCR amplification of pure cultures and spiked samples. The finding that amplification of pure cultures and spiked samples was equally efficient indicated that the product's matrix did not have a significant impact on DNA extraction and subsequent real-time PCR performance.
Similarly Kramer et al. (2009) prepared the standard curves from the mixture of bacterial cells of Lb. acidophilus or B. animalis ssp. lactis with a suspension of filler ingredients of probiotic capsules. The concentrations of Beneo synergy (0,73%), saccharose (0,11%), dextrose anhydrous (0,10%), microcrystalline cellulose (0,026 %), potato starch (0,026 %) and Mg-stearate (0,019 %) in the standard samples were the same as in the 1:100 diluted product. In addition, the negligible effect of the product ingredients on the PCR amplification efficiency was demonstrated also by the comparison of the standard curves prepared from the DNA derived from pure cultures of from the suspensions of cultures in the simulated filler.
In a further study of the same probiotic pharmaceutical preparation (Bogovič Matijašić, not published) the authors treated 1% (w/v) suspension of the product with heat (two times 120 °C/15 min). The total DNA in the suspension was mostly degraded as was demonstrated by real-time PCR amplification using Lactobacillus (LactoR'F/LBFR, (Songjinda et al., 2007) ) or Bifidobacterium (Bif-F/Bif-R, (Rinttila et al., 2004) . The two-times autoclaved suspension was spiked with either of the two strains isolated from the product, and after that DNA isolated from the spiked suspension was used for the generation of standard curves.
Bogovič Matijašić et al. (2010) prepared the simulated matrix with Mg stearate (0.22%), lactose (0.39%) and starch (0.39%) corresponding to the concentrations of these ingredients in a 100-fold sample of the product in capsules. DNA was isolated by different procedures from the standard samples containing simulated matrix with a known amount of added probiotic bacteria of Lb. gasseri, B. infantis or Ec. faecium. When DNA was isolated by heat treatment (100 °C/5 min) of the standard bacterial suspensions in 1% Triton X-100, the ingredients of the prepared suspension affected the real-time PCR result. Since the filler ingredients themselves did not show any fluorescence interaction when included directly in PCR reactions, the lower concentration of probiotic determined in real-time PCR was attributed to the less effective DNA extraction by heat-triton treatment due to the presence of Mg stearate, lactose and starch. Any effect was however observed when DNA was isolated by the Maxwell system (Promega) based on the use of MagneSil paramagnetic particles (Bogovic Matijasic et al., 2010) .
In all studies presented in Table 3 , the real-time PCR analyses were performed by SYBR ® Green I chemistry. The species specificity of the PCR was ensured by using species-specific oligonucleotide primers and additionally validated by melting point analysis.
Viability determination of probiotics by PCR-based methods
The viability of probiotic bacteria is traditionally assessed by plate counting which has several limitations, such as unsatisfactory selectivity, too-low a recovery, long incubation time, underestimation of cells in aggregates or chains morphology etc. (Breeuwer and Abee, 2000) . Real-time PCR has a potential to replace conventional enumeration of probiotic bacteria, used for routine monitoring of quality of a probiotic product and for stability studies. However, since probiotic bacteria have to be viable to exert their activity the contribution of DNA arising from non-viable cells to the result of quantification has to be excluded.
An approach using PMA or EMA treatment of the samples before the DNA isolation seems promising in this regard. Such DNA-intercalating dyes are able to bind upon exposure to bright visible light to DNA and, consequently, to inhibit PCR amplification of the DNA which is free or inside the bacterial cells with the damaged membrane. Although probiotic bacteria in the products are represented in different stages not only as viable or dead (Bunthof and Abee, 2002) , the most important criterion for distinguishing between viable and irreversibly damaged cells is membrane integrity. The treatment of bacteria with EMA as a promising tool of DNA-based differentiation between viable and dead pathogenic bacteria was first proposed by Nogva et al. in 2003 (Nogva et al., 2003 . In the following years several applications of this approach have been reported, where the method was optimised for different complex media such as faeces, fermented milk and environmental samples (Garcia-Cayuela et al., 2009; Fittipaldi et al., 2011; Fujimoto et al., 2011) . Since ethidium monoazide has been suggested as being toxic to some viable cells, PMA has been proposed as a more appropriate alternative to EMA (Nocker et al., 2006; Fujimoto et al., 2011) .
The PMA treatment in combination with real-time PCR was applied for determination of probiotic strains Lb. acidophilus LA-5 and B. animalis ssp. lactis BB-12 bacteria in a pharmaceutical formulation in the form of capsules (Kramer et al., 2009 ). The possible effects of the ingredients of the product on PMA treatment of the samples including the photoactivation step, as well as on the PCR reaction were evaluated in the study. The ability of PMA to inhibit amplification of DNA derived from damaged bacterial cells was confirmed on bacteria from pure cultures of Lb. acidophilus or B. animalis ssp. lactis in a 1% (w/v) suspension of ingredients which are otherwise present in the product and on probiotic product (1% w/w). Other examples of direct application of PMA-real time PCR on the lyophilised probiotic products have not been found in the literature. The efficient PMA treatment of fermented dairy products containing the same two strains, Lb. acidophilus LA-5 and B. animalis ssp. lactis BB-12, have also been described (Garcia-Cayuela et al., 2009) . In order to eliminate the milk ingredients prior to the PMA treatment, the samples were adjusted to pH 6.5 with 1 M NaOH, then casein micelles were dispersed by theaddition of 1 M trisodium citrate, and bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation. The obtained cells were resuspended in water, treated with PMA and used for DNA isolation. Fujimoto et al. (2010) evaluated strain-specific qPCR with PMA treatment for quantification of viable B. breve strain Yakult (BbrY) in human faeces. The quantification was carried out on faecal samples spiked with BbrY strain, on the BbrY culture and on the faecal samples collected from the healthy volunteers who ingested a commercially available fermented milk product containing BbrY, once daily for 10 days. They confirmed the use of a combination of qPCR with PMA treatment and BbrY-specific primers as a quick and accurate method for quantification of viable BbrY in faecal samples (Fujimoto et al., 2011) .
Viable probiotics may be enumerated also by a qPCR-based method targeting mRNA of different housekeeping genes. The advantage of using mRNA targets over the use of DNA www.intechopen.com or rRNA is mainly in the instability of mRNA molecules which is degraded soon after the cell death. Reimann et al. (2010) demonstrated in B. longum NCC2705 a good correlation between measured mRNA levels of cysB and purB, two constitutively expressed housekeeping genes and plate counts. The 400-bp fragment of purB was degraded more quickly than the 57-bp fragments of cysB and purB, and is therefore a better marker of cell viability (Reimann et al., 2010) .
With the availability of new highthroughput molecular technologies such as microarray technology and next-generation sequencing, new possibilities are now open to further development of the viability PCR approach also in the probiotic field, as has already been similarly demonstrated for selected pathogenic bacteria in environmental samples (Nocker et al., 2009; Nocker et al., 2010) .
Strain-specific detection or quantification of probiotics
While species-or genus-specific primers are not so difficult to construct, the problem arises when we intend to confirm different strains of the same species in the product. A variety of PCR-based genotyping techniques such as random amplified polymorphic DNA analysis (RAPD), repetitive sequence-based PCR (rep-PCR), pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) ribotyping etc., are successfully used everywhere to distinguish different strains also closely related among each other (Li et al., 2009) . The genotyping methods, however, require the cultivation of pure cultures of examined strains and do not enable quantification. For PCR quantification of individual probiotic strains in the probiotic products or different environments (faeces, mucosa...) strain specific primers or probes are needed. So far it has been very difficult to find strainspecific genome sequences as a target for the construction of strain-specific primers or probes.
In the study of Vitali et al. (2003) , the 16S rDNA and 16S-23S rDNA-targeted strain-specific primers were designed for the quantitative detection of B. infantis Y1, B. breve Y8 and B. longum Y10 used in a pharmaceutical probiotic product VSL-3. These were applied in PCR, and real-time PCR techniques with the selected primers were employed for the direct enumeration of the bifidobacteria in the probiotic preparation and for studying their kinetic characteristics in batch cultures (Vitali et al., 2003) .
Maruo et al. (2006) generated a L. lactis subsp. cremoris FC-specific primer pair by using a specific 1164-bp long RAPD band sequence. The specificity of this primer pair has been proven with 23 L. lactis subsp. cremoris strains and 20 intestinal bacterial species, and realtime PCR determination of FC strain in the faeces was demonstrated to be successful. Marzotto et al. (2006) selected specific primers for the putative probiotic strain Lb. paracasei A LcA-Fw and LcA-Rv from the terminal regions of the 250-bp RAPD fragment sequence tested the selectivity with 20 different Lactobacillus species and 39 Lb. paracasei strains. The primers were successfully applied in PCR analysis of faecal samples (Marzotto et al., 2006) .
Strain-specific PCR primers and probes for real-time PCR and for conventional PCR were designed based on the sequence of RAPD products, also for Lb. rhamnosus GG which is one of the most studied probiotic strains (Ahlroos and Tynkkynen, 2009 ). The strain specificity of the primers was verified in conventional PCR using a set of strains -six Lb. rhamnosus, one Lb. casei and one Lb. zeae, while the applicability of the GG strain-specific primer probe set was confirmed on the human faecal samples by LightCycler (Roche Diagnostics) realtime PCR.
A similar approach was applied to B. breve strain Yakult (BbrY) by Fujimoto et al. (2011) . The specificity of the BbrY-specific primer set was confirmed by PCR using DNA from 112 bacterial strains belonging to B. breve species, of other Bifidobacterium species and representatives of 11 other genera. The BbrY-specific primers were used in a real-time PCR with PMA treatment to measure the number of BbrY in the faeces of subjects who drank a fermented milk product containing BbrY (Fujimoto et al., 2011) .
The qPCR method based on the amplification of a strain-specific DNA fragment identified by suppressive subtractive hybridisation was developed recently for specific and sensitive monitoring of P. acidipropionici P169 in animal feed and rumen fluid by Peng et al. (2011) . The specificity and amplification efficiency was assessed on 44 Propionibacterium strains and also in complex microbial communities containing P. acidipropionici P169 (Peng et al., 2011) .
Certain strains have specific features that distinguish them from the other related strains, such as for example bacteriocin production. Treven et al. (submitted) evaluated the possibility of using bacteriocin-specific primers for the detection and quantification of Lb. gasseri K7 probiotic strain, a producer of at least two two-component bacteriocins (Zoric Peternel et al., 2010) . Two pairs of primers, namely GasA_401/610F/R and GasB_2610-2807F/R showed specificity for total gene cluster of gassericin K7 A (Genbank EF392861) or gassericin K7 B (Genbank AY307382) respectively as established by PCR assays using DNA of 18 reference strains belonging to Lb. acidophilus group and 45 faecal samples of adult volunteers who have never consumed K7 strain. GasA_401/610F/R primers were also found to be especially useful also for real-time PCR quantification of gassericin K7 A gene cluster in faecal samples and also for Lb. gasseri K7-specific detection or quantification in the biological samples (Treven et al. submitted) .
Conclusions
Microorganisms are very important components of fermented dairy products, including probiotic food, as well as of probiotic food supplements and pharmaceutical preparations. PCR-based methods have become indispensable in the microbiological analysis of these groups of products. In the field of fermented dairy products, several applications based on PCR have been developed with the aim to detect, identify and quantify either unwanted bacteria, which may negatively influence the sensory properties of food or may be pathogenic, or beneficial microorganisms which are added as starter cultures or probiotic cultures. Beside PCR analysis of DNA, reverse transcription real-time PCR analysis of mRNA transcript is particularly useful, especially in studies of the physiology and functionality of bacteria in the food environment. In the probiotic field, PCR is expected to be increasingly applied in quality control in terms of detection and quantification of labelled probiotic bacteria in probiotic food supplements or pharmaceutical preparations, and in viability analysis of probiotics in the products. In addition to the already well-established methods described in this chapter, ever easier access to the next generation sequencing may replace some PCR approaches as molecular fingerprint, metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analyses. The access to increasing number of complete bacterial genomes may also facilitate the strain-specific analysis of probiotics or other bacteria through identification of strain-specific sequences.
